
From Clinician to Manager:
Fundamentals That Can Help New Managers Succeed



The Peter Principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read comicBrilliant computer programming but completely inept at non-computer programmer related thingsA good manager doesn’t make a good director; a good clinician doesn’t make a good supervisor



Hiring

Avoiding the Peter Principle
• Identify the skills needed for each position
• Test their leadership abilities
• Mentor future leaders
• Avoid effort-based promotions
• Build your pipeline before you need it
• Utilize employee assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hiring – can’t avoid starting at the beginning as it relates to making the right hiring decisionPeter Principle – employees promoted on achievement, success and merit (not leadership potential) will eventually rise to the level of their incompetence	Or to a level of depression and anxiety, which overwhelms their ambition and desire to succeed-Keep getting promoted until they’re pushed too far and start to do harm with their level of incompetence-Skills – every job requires a unique skills; a good clinician doesn’t necessarily make a good manager-Test their leadership by requiring that they lead a committee or are giving additional responsibilities outside their usual tasks-Mentor – sound coaching and leading-Effort-based promotions – hard work and sticking around should both be rewarded, but aren’t necessarily reasons to promote-Pipeline – Do everything you can to retain star performers; create development plan to help them grow into their full capacity so they’re ready when you need them-Assessments – a robust assessment should help you identify strengths and limitations before the demands of the job do it for them	Spend time up front to avoid costly mistakes everyone



Leadership Development Program
• For identified up-and-coming leaders
• Complete 1-2 activities per month

– Webinars/Lunch and Learns
• Community Participation
• Understanding Financials
• Excel/Tools for Organizing Work

– Board Meetings
– Fundraising Activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of testing and mentoring…Leadership Development Program – Goal to develop at least one (preferable two) LD activities per month for an annual total of 12-24 to enhance leadership skills	Vary activities for a well-rounded experienceSome examples include community participation (being an active member in the community in which you live and work), understanding financials, we did one on Excel and one on Outlook (for better organization and using existing tools), etc.What better way to become involved in the organization than to come to board or committee meetings, and all up and coming leaders (and ideally all staff) should be a part of fundraising activities



The Lesson

Correctly identify the 
skills needed for the 

position and cultivate 
employees who 
demonstrate the 

potential.



You Have Promoted Them:
So, Now What?

The Nuts and Bolts
• Meeting consistency
• Up front investment
• Checklist of training 

needs
• Debrief after 

leadership/ 
supervisory meetings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meeting consistency – biggest feedback from our staff (face to face)Investment – even when we don’t have the time; will be worth it laterCreate standardized checklist of training needs for consistent training amongst leaders – performance appraisals approving timecards, items to cover in supervision, how to read financials, what reports to expect, what additional info they will get via email, etc.).	Don’t assume they know since they have worked there	We had leaders who said they started getting reports in their mailbox and didn’t know what they were for, so they’d never used them (and never asked)



Supervising Former Peers
• Set clear expectations
• Have open and 

transparent dialogue
• Acknowledge challenges
• Capitalize on existing 

relationships and 
understanding of the job

• Recognize shift from 
allegiance with peers to 
accountability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the hardest things for some folks, is supervising former peers-Helping them to set clear expectations with former peers and modeling that-Open and transparent dialogue and acknowledging challenges (i.e., I’m sensing tension when we meet) – now have the authority to delegate, supervising employees who have more experience, boss instead of buddy, remaining supportive but yet representing authoritative demeanor, etc.-Capitalizing on existing relationships and the fact that they’ve been in the trenches before (they’ve done the work and “get” it)-For many will be a shift from allegiance of those you supervise (protecting them) to allegiance to the larger organization and its leadership, which involves accountability of staff (i.e., one leader of ours said she understood many of the things she used to complain about as she better understood the big picture).  Good Segway to next slide…



Professional Development

• Understanding the depth of 
their responsibility

• Understanding the “why”
• Planning for the future
• Exposing to financials
• Introducing to the larger 

community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depth of responsibility- Jobs as leaders is such that we must get the job done – no making excuses or talking about what prevented them from doing it.	They are responsible for their team achieving or not achieving their goals, and by extension, the entire organization achieving or not goalsThe “why” – as mentioned on previous slide; understanding the big picture helps with buy-in and accountabilityDiscuss their long-term goals from the beginning, so that you can capitalize on their strengths and keep them interested/engagedFinancials – my philosophy is to expose them to the financials, even if they don’t always understand it.  	Not something we’ve always done	It’s OK to expose them to a level beyond their ability, as smart people will learn more each time they are exposed	Need to be a part of doing the budge each year as well	Can’t run a program and make sound decisions without understanding and being accountable to the financialsCommunity – making connections – who should they meet?  Where can be build and cultivate relationships?
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